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heres a good example of why netflix is useful. while dabbe: the possession in africa got
the most viewer attention, curse of the jinn was premiered in turkey. when the film
came out in the west, i was pleasantly surprised. its a good movie and the ending is
quite surprising. but it suffers from a length problem. at the time this review is being
written, nr 20 in turkey is available to download on streaming platform. in 2010,
karacadag was born in turkey. sadly, his parents split up and he was raised in germany
with his mother. at the age of 12, the family moved to istanbul. karacadag can speak
turkish, english, spanish, bulgarian, and serbian, as well as having studied french and
italian. he has previously lived in spain, bulgaria, germany, france, and russia.
karacadag worked as a graphic artist, but has always been interested in filmmaking. he
made his first feature-length film, zehr-i cin, at the age of 23. it was a low budget
horror film that debuted at the antalya international film festival in 2012. having a low
budget and learning on the go you can make any mistakes, but you dont have the
resources of a major studio to work with. karacadag filmed every scene he could on a
mobile phone. the film would have been shot a lot differently if he had more time.
when the film premiered, it was met with an overwhelmingly positive reception. it hit
high notes when it screened at the cinemacon (international motion picture industries
association) at the loews cinema in december 2012. karacadag was recognized at the
conference for his directing work. to put that into perspective, karacadag, who knows
just a little english, gave a presentation for the foreign film section. karacadag is still
extremely young. while he doesnt need a lot of money to shoot, he does need to find a
way to license the film in other countries.
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fortunately for him, a number of festivals in europe and asia have come to his rescue
and he continues to gain experience. in addition, since 2015, dabbe 5: curse of the jinn
has screened in at 22 international film festivals, including its appearance as one of the

oscar documentary contenders. curse of the jinn fits the idea of a documentary. the
movie is an exploration of a country. it uses a village as a setting and sets up scenes

that will appear later in the film. it doesnt end up telling the whole story, but it certainly
shows you the reality of the situation. that was an extremely important part of this film.
it would have been easy to make curse of the jinn, which is a fiction movie, as true to

life as possible. however, the film would have come across as a documentary. this was
an extremely important way to expose the audience to the jinns. dabbe doesn’t take its

time to get to the main story. theres lots of action set pieces, without ever much
explaining why theyre necessary or whats going on. for example, seyda is convinced
her memories have been tampered with. then a plan needs to be implemented to find

out the whats going on. the only problem is that the next segway into some kind of
mystery is really creepy and out of nowhere! its hard to know what to take as it

happens. the casting isnt bad. but then again, dabbe has a pretty limited story and the
actors arent required to do too much. nil gnal is, as usual, excellent. she plays the

centre of the story with naturalistic clarity. despite being in the role of an emotionally
challenged, superstitious sort of muslim woman, she is never portrayed as a crude or
stereotypical harlot. the fact that she doesnt know anything about jinns (its an angle
dabbe isnt aware of at this point in the film) only means shes human. the lighting is

also good. cinematographer cemal ozge has managed to keep a lot of the scenes well
lit, unlike the whacky, muted color in the first dabbe. cinematographer 5ec8ef588b
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